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LE DISAVVENTURE DEL PROFESSOR INKAPACIOVICH 

E IL MISTERO DELLA PIETRA FILOSOFALE 

An eccentric professor from the east, a mysterious artifact with incredible powers. 

Amazing experiments at the limits of the supernatural, strange creatures, time 

machines! In search of a stone, capable of giving eternal youth to those who possess 

it, the Philosopher's Stone! It looks like the plot of an old movie but it is only the 

story of the most weird professor you have ever seen. Professor Inkapaciovich, with 

his absurd theories and his unpredictable experiments, will try to realize the greatest 

scientific discovery of our time! Having to answer one of the greatest mysteries of 

man: do we really need what we desire?The first production of illusionism of the 

Combriccola dei Lillipuziani, for the first time directed by Disguido, which will make 

you enter the world of exhilarating illusion, the joyfull science, of "Scientific" fun.A 

show for all scientists, young and old, ready to be astonished by laughter. 

 

 

 



SPECIFICATIONS: 

LE DISAVVENTURE DEL PROFESSOR INKAPACIOVICH   

e il mistero della pietra filosofale (Theatrical illusionism Show) 

PRODUCTION: Combriccola dei Lillipuziani 

PERFORMED BY: Matteo Giorgetti & Emanuele Tumolo 

DIRECTION : DISGUIDO (Guido Marini, Isabella Raponi Zanivan) 

COSTUMES: Colomba Ferraris 

SOUND/LIGHTS: Alessandro Paolini 

ACTORS : 2 (+1 tecnical) 

SHOW TIME: 70 minutes 

ASSEMBLY TIME: 120 minutes 

DISSASEMBLY TIME: 90 minutes 

STAGE AREA: It is preferable to perform the show in theatrical environments. 

DISCIPLINES: Illusionism, drama theatre. 

ESIGENZE TECNICHE:  

 

- It is essential to arrive by car at the place of representation for loading and 

unloading. 

- Dressing room to be able to change. make up ande leave personal effects. 

- Connection current (220 V) in stage. 

- The company has it own sound system, but the light system shall be paid by the 

organization. 

- The company can be autonomous for the audio system, the lights if necessary must 

instead be charged to the organization.  

 

 

 


